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Abstract--Modern power systems are continuously being
expanded and upgraded to cater the need of ever growing power
demand. But, in recent years, energy planners have faced
financial and environmental difficulties in expanding the power
generation and transmission systems. These difficulties included
limited available energy resources, time and capital required and
also the land use restrictions etc. These situations have forced
planning engineers to look for new techniques for improving the
performance of existing power system. This is a review paper to
analyze the current trends in FACTS and D-FACTS to improve
the performance of power system performance. It contains work
which has been carried out by various researchers in the field of
FACTS and D-FACTS.
Index Terms--DSSC-Distributed static series compensator,
DSI-Distributed static impedances.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Ower systems over the worldwide becoming complex day
to day and continuous requirements are coming for stable,
secured, controlled, economic and better quality power.
These requirements become more essential when environment
becoming more vital and important deregulation. Power
transfer capacity in transmission system is limited due to
various factor such as steady state stability limit, thermal limit,
transient stability limit and system damping or even negative
damping. The scenarios of the magnitude of various limits are
given in figure 1[1].

A. Edris et.al.[4] are defined FACTS as “Alternating current
transmission systems incorporating power-electronic based and other
static controllers to enhance controllability and increase power
transfer capability .”

FACTS are used to fulfill the given objectives:
• To improve the transient stability limit of the line
• To Enhance the damping of existing system
• To improve voltage stability
• To mitigate sub synchronous resonance [5]
• To minimize short circuit currents
• To improve integrity of wind power generation
• To improve terminal performance of HVDC
converter
an overview of nowadays available network controllers and
FACTS-devices are as below [79].
A. Shunt Device
(1)Static Var Compensator:
(2)Static Synchronous Compensator (svc light/statcom)
(3)STATCOM
B. Series Device
(1) Thyristor Controlled Series Compensator (TCSC)
(2) Static Synchronous Series Compensator (SSSC, DVR,
SVR)
(3) Fault Current Limiter (SC+FPD)
C. Hybrid device
(1) Dynamic Power Flow Controller (DFC)
(2) HVDC Light/HVDCLightB2B/UPFC

Fig.1.

The electrical damping of power system requires to be
mitigate to stable oscillations free power transfer. Flexible
AC Transmission System and Distributed Flexible AC
Transmission System provides feasible and cost-effective
solution to these problems and so these devices are required to
use worldwide for improving performance of power
system[2]-[3].
II. REVIEW OF FACTS AND D-FACTS CONTROLLER

Thyristor based FACTS controllers are enough mature
technology and SVC and TCSC are all ready been installed at
many locations. Some new versatile FACTS controllers which
more effectiveness are emerging in power system. These
include Thyristor controlled phase shifting transformer
(TCPST) [7] , inter phase power controller(IPC)[6],Thyristor
control breaking resistor(TCBR)[24,4],Thyristor control
voltage
limiter(TCVL)[24,4],Battery
energy
storage
system(BESS) and , superconducting magnetic energy storage
system(SMES) [8],[9],[10].
II. A STATIC VAR COMPENSATOR
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The SVC is a widely used FACTS controller, it is a shunt
connected absorber or generator which exchange capacitive or
inductive current to maintain/control specific parameter of
power system.fig 2 shows SVC having controllable variable
inductor with switchable capacitance.

Fig. 3. Six pulse VSC

Fig. 2. SVC controllable variable inductor with switchable capacitance

svc may be of(a)Thyristor control Reactor(TCR)(b)Thyristor
Switched Capacitor (c) combination of (a)and (b)
(c)Fixed
capacitor-TCR(d)TCR-Mechanically
Switched
Capacitor(TCR-MCR)[2] here the high voltage system bus
voltage measured ,filtered and compared with reference
voltage and the error voltage is processed and through gain
time constant controller to provide a desired susceptance for
SVC. This susceptance is now implemented by logic control
to select no of TSCs or to determine firing angle for the TCR.
The modeling and simulation of TSR based SVC and TCR
based SVC are investigated using Matlab fuzzy logic
controller[64].Effect of both Thyristor switched Based Reactor
and Thyristor Controlled Capacitor based VAR compensator
on load voltage in a single machine infinite bus system are
analyzed.
The three modeling of SVC generator fixed susceptance
model, total susceptance model and firing model are compared
[65].the dimension under which comparison done was voltage
at regulated bus, equivalent SVC susceptance at the
fundamental frequency, and load flow convergence rate when
SVC is operating both with in and on the limit Two modified
models are also proposed to improve SVC regulated voltage
under static condition and better convergence rate gas been
achieved.
II B STATCOM
Many VSC-based topologies and configurations are adopted in
the state-of-the-art STATCOM controllers and significantly,
multi-pulse and/or multi-level topologies [11–52] are widely
accepted in the design of compensators. For example, a twolevel multi-pulse topology is a mature topology and
commercially adopted in +100 MVA STATCOM at 500/161
kV Sullivan S/S of Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA),US
[53-56] and in +80MVA SVG at 154 KV Inuyama switching
station of Kansai Electric Power Co.
(KEPC), Japan [57]. An elementary six-pulse VSC which consists of
three legs (phases) with two valves per leg and an electrostatic
capacitor on the DC bus is illustrated in Fig. 3.

Each valve consists of a self-commutating switch with a
reverse diode connected in parallel. In square-wave mode,
eight possible switching states are possible with respect to the
polarity of DC voltage source (Vdc). A set of three quasi
square waveforms at its AC terminals, displaced successively
by 120, is obtained using fundamental frequency switching
modulation. The phase to neutral (0, +Vdc/3, +2Vdc/3) and
line-to-line voltage (0, +Vdc) of the converter shown in Fig. 1
contain an unacceptable current harmonics causing severe
harmonic interference to electrical system. To reduce THD,
multi-pulse converter topology derived from the combination
of multiple number (N-numbers) of elementary six-pulse
converter units to be triggered at specific displacement
angle(s), is widely adopted, and output AC voltage waveforms
from each unit is electro-magnetically added with an
appropriate phase shift by inter-phase transformer(s) to
produce a multi-pulse (6 _ N pulses) waveform close to
sinusoidal wave.

Fig. 4. Multi-pulse parallel and series converter configurations
a. 12- pulse parallel converter configuration
b. 12-pulse series converter configuration

In a multi-pulse converter configuration, the displacement
angle between two consecutive six-pulse converter is 2p/ (6N)
and three-phase voltage contains odd harmonics component of
the order of (6Nk+1), where k ¼ 1, 2,3, . . . . With the increase
in pulse number, lower-order harmonics are neutralized and a
very close to sinusoidal AC output voltage waveform can be
realized. Compared with basic six-pulse converter, the multipulse configuration of STATCOM increases the achievable
VAR rating, improves the harmonic performance, decreases
the DC side current harmonics and reduces significantly the
overall filter requirements. Basic two-level 12 (2 _ 6-pulse),
24 (4 _ 6-pulse) and 6N (N _ 6-pulse)-pulse converter
configurations are depicted Figs. 4a–4b, 5 and 6, respectively.
Basic configurations of magnetics in multiples converters are
discussed in [12, 57, 54]. It is noted that increase in pulse
order increases the number of electronics devices, magnetics
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and associated components and thus added to the cost.
However, the high pulse-order STATCOM enables to improve
harmonics and operational performances. Pulse configuration
[11, 57, 51, 54, 55, 56] where magnetics are designed
generally in two stages using transformers. The inter-phase
transformers (as many as VSCs) are employed to sum-up the
output AC voltages of converters, which is further stepped-up
through a main coupling transformer to match with the main
AC system. The typical two stages of magnetics architecture
of the existing +80 MVA SVG [57] at the Inuyama switching
station are depicted in Figs. 7a and 7b.
II C TCSC

A new control design for the Thyristor Controlled Series
Compensator (TCSC) based on Nonlinear PI Predictive
Control scheme (NPIPC) to improve the transient and
dynamic performance of power system has been proposed.
Here the control scheme considered uncertainty of power
system. The stability of the closed loop system under this
nonlinear controller is guaranteed by the control law. This
includes a predictive part that can predict the future of the
system’s output caused by the system dynamics. A local
control approach is used so that all input variables can be
obtained locally and easily. To validate the proposed control
scheme, simulations is done on single machines double line
infinite bus power system equipped with TCSC using
PSCAD/EMTDC software package under steady state and
dynamic stability. The simulation results show the superiority
and robustness of the proposed control compared to
conventional control systems. The results verified that the
proposed TCSC controller is effective in damping low
frequency oscillations resulting from small disturbances
condition like decrease in mechanical power input.[64]
The power oscillation damping (POD) concept is utilized in
this proposed scheme. The (POD) controllers implemented in
the two thyristor controlled series compensators of the
Brazilian North-South (NS) interconnection, in the year 1999,
were solely intended to damp the low-frequency NS
oscillation mode. These controllers are still under operation
and are derived from the modulus of the active power flow in
the NS line that is phase-lagged at the frequency of the NS
mode and may experience relatively large excursions
generated by exogenous disturbances. The same 1999 data
used to compare the performance of a proposed robust POD
controller design with those of two conventional designs. A
recent robust control synthesis algorithm used in this work is
based on a non smooth optimization technique and has the capability
to handle various controller structures, including reduced-order, and
to deal with time-domain constraints on both controlled and
measured outputs. Moreover, the nonsmooth design technique
encompasses multiple operating conditions subject to various test
signals, hence building a truly time-domain multi-scenarios approach.
According to the results discussed hereafter, this is a key

advantage in the industrial context of increasing demand for
performance and robustness. The described results relate to a
large-scale system model used in the feasibility studies for that
interconnection. [66]

A new approach of oscillation transient energy function
(OTEF) is proposed for the analysis and damping of power
system area-mode oscillations. The OTEF interprets an areamode oscillation as the conversion between oscillation kinetic
energy and potential energy. Based on this interpretation, an
OTEF descent method has been developed to design a
supplementary fuzzy-logic thyristor controlled series
compensator (TCSC) controller to damp the area-mode
oscillation. Since the proposed method guarantees the
continuous descent of oscillation energy, the fuzzy-logic
TCSC damping controller designed is robust to the variations
of power system operating conditions. A 4-generator 2-area
interconnected power system is presented to demonstrate the
effectiveness and robustness of the TCSC fuzzy logic damping
controller installed in the power system.[67]
Power system engineers are currently facing challenges to
increase the power transfer capabilities of existing
transmission system. This is where the Flexible AC
Transmission Systems (FACTS) technology comes into effect.
With relatively low investment, compared to new transmission
or generation facilities, the FACTS technology allows the
industries to better utilize the existing transmission and
generation reserves, while enhancing the power system
performance. Moreover, the current trend of deregulated
electricity market also favors the FACTS controllers in many
ways. FACTS controllers in the deregulated electricity market
allow the system to be used in more flexible way with increase
in various stability margins. FACTS controllers are products
of FACTS technology; a group of power electronics
controllers expected to revolutionize the power transmission
and distribution system in many ways. The FACTS controllers
clearly enhance power system performance, improve quality
of supply and also provide an optimal utilization of the
existing resources. Thyristor Controlled Series Compensator
(TCSC) is a key FACTS controller and is widely recognized
as an effective and economical means to enhance power
system stability. In this paper an overview to the general types
of FACTS controllers is given along with the simulation of
TCSC FACTS controller using SIMULINK. Analysis of the
simulated TCSC shows similar functions as a physical one.
The simulated TCSC shows that the oscillations are damped
out on increasing the damping coefficient. Change in value of
reactance of the TCSC also affects the stability of the system.
[68]
II D SSSC
An investigation on transient stability of power systems
equipped with a Flexible Alternating Current Transmission
System (FACTS) device stressed. A Static Synchronous Series
Compensator (SSSC) is considered as a FACTS device. In a
power system transmission, the SSSC has two functions; first,
it compensates reactive power, second, it improves transient
stability. The second functionality of the SSSC system is due
to its capability to raise the maximum transferable electric
power (Pmax) from generator to infinite bus. To raise the
maximum transferable electric power (Pmax), the SSSC
actively and appropriately changes the line reactance. Since
the control of the power system is a nonlinear problem,
therefore, a nonlinear controller for the SSSC is designed and
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presented in this paper. The proposed nonlinear controller of
the SSSC increases critical clearing time of the power
systems’ faults and damps out rotor oscillations of a single
machine connected to an infinite bus. Unlike linear
controllers, performance and operating region of the proposed
nonlinear controller of the SSSC system is not restricted to a
close vicinity of the generator operating point, but includes the
entire region of operation. The Matlab simulations for
computational analysis and the Lyapunovcriteria of stability
for analytical investigations are used to examine the response
time and robustness of the proposed nonlinear controller. [65]
The problem of controlling and modulating power flow in a
transmission line using a Synchronous Static Series
Compensator (SSSC) has been considered. The studies, which
include detailed techniques of twelve pulse and PWM
controlled SSSC, are conducted and the control circuits are
presented. The developed control strategies for both twelvepulse and PWM-controlled SSSC use direct manipulations of
control variables instead of typical d-q transformations. The
complete digital simulation of the SSSC within the power
system is performed in the MATLAB/Simulink environment
using the Power System Blockset (PSB). Simulation results
validate that Voltage and Power Oscillation can be damped
properly using of Synchronous Static Series Compensator
(SSSC). [69]
The novel fault-tolerant optimal neurocontrol scheme
(FTONC) for a static synchronous series compensator (SSSC)
connected to a multimachine benchmark power system. The
dual heuristic programming technique and radial basis
function neural networks are used to design a nonlinear
optimal neurocontroller (NONC) for the external control of
the SSSC. Compared to the conventional external linear
controller, the NONC improves the damping performance of
the SSSC. The internal control of the SSSC is achieved by a
conventional linear controller. A sensor evaluation and
(missing sensor) restoration scheme (SERS) is designed by
using the auto associative neural networks and particle swarm
optimization. This SERS provides a set of fault-tolerant
measurements to the SSSC controllers, and therefore,
guarantees a fault-tolerant control for the SSSC. The
proposed FTONC is verified [70] by simulation studies in the
PSCAD/EMTDC environment.
Analytical and simulation results of the application of distance
relays for the protection of transmission employing Static
Synchronous Series Compensator (SSSC) has been provided.
Firstly a detailed model of the SSSC and its control is
proposed and then the situation is studied analytically, where
the errors introduced in the impedance measurement due to the
presence of SSSC on the line are analyzed. The simulation
results show the impact of SSSC on the performance of a
distance protection relay for different fault conditions; the
studies also include the influence of the operational mode of
SSSC, its location on the transmission system and fault
resistance. The complete digital simulation study using the full
48-pulse GTO SSSC model. The digital simulation is
performed in the MATLAB/Simulink software environment
using the Power System Blockset (PSB). [71]
The distance relay overreaching in the case of installation of
Static Synchronous Series Compensator (SSSC) which is

categorized as a series connected Flexible Alternating Current
Transmission System (FACTS) device, on second circuit of a
double circuit transmission line. This is done by presenting the
measured impedance at the relaying point in the case of SSSC
presence at the far end of the second circuit. The measured
impedance at the relaying point is greatly influenced in the
presence of SSSC on the transmission line or even in the case
of installing SSSC on the far end of the second circuit. The
measured impedance at the relaying point depends on many
factors including power system structural conditions, the prefault loading, and the ground fault resistance, SSSC structural
and controlling parameters. [72]
II E Hybrid devices
Two new methods for power flow calculation of power
systems in presence of Dynamic Flow Controller (DFC),
which is a new member of FACTS controllers. In first method
A new steady state model of DFC is introduced for the
implementation of the device in the conventional NewtonRaphson power flow algorithm. The impact of DFC on power
flow is accommodated by adding new entries and modifying
some existing ones in the linearized
Jacobian equations of the same system without DFC. The
focus of second method is on the discrete nature of the DFC
and including its effects on power flow. This method is based
on Nabavi model for FACTS devices. A case study on a
power system located in northern of IRAN shows the
effectiveness of proposed methods. [73]
A new procedure for power flow calculation of power systems
in presence of Dynamic Flow Controller (DFC) is discussed
which a new member of FACTS controllers is. The focus of
the paper is to explore how to systematically extend and
modify Newton-Raphson power flow method to include DFC.
A new steady state model of DFC is introduced for the
implementation of the device in the conventional NewtonRaphson power flow algorithm. The impact of DFC on power
flow is accommodated by adding new entries and modifying
some existing ones in the linearized Jacobian equations of the
same system without DFC. A case study on North of IRAN
power system shows the effectiveness of proposed method.
[74]
The synthesis and physical implementation of decentralized
supervisory controller of the Dynamic Flow Controller (DFC)
as a discrete-event system is presented .The local plants have
been used for synthesizing of decentralized supervisory
controller for easier implementation of overall control system.
A heuristic method is developed for easier implementation of
the supervisor on a Programmable-Logic-Controller (PLC), to
overcome the implementation problems in the auto/manual
mode of DFC operation. A step -by- step procedure is
developed to generate a ladder diagram which implements the
DES supervisory control on a PLC. The proposed approach
for implementation of modular controllers can be used to
implement any modular supervisory control in practice. [75]
In this work supervisory control of a dynamic flow controller
(DFC) based on the discrete-event systems (DES) theory. A
DFC can be considered as a flexible ac transmission system
controller and includes a mechanically-switched phase-
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shifting transformer, a multimodule thyristor-switched
capacitor, a multimodule thyristor-switched reactor, and a
mechanically switched capacitor. Owing to the inherent
discrete switching nature of a DFC, its components are
modeled as finite automata; then, a DES supervisory control is
designed to implement the control logic of the DFC system in
different modes of operation (i.e., “automatic” and
“auto/manual”). It is shown that the specifications are
controllable and the synthesized supervisors are nonblocking
in both modes and the modular supervisors nonconflict in
auto/manual mode. [76]
II F: D-FACTS
Flexible ac transmission system devices are capable to control
power flow to relieve transmission line from congestion and to
limit loop flow but the high cost and reliability are main
hindrances in deployment these devices. D. Diwan et.al [61]
suggested a new concept of Distributed facts (D-FACTS) as
an alternative solution which is cost effective power flow
control. The concept of Distributed Series Impedance (DSI)
introduced that can realize variable impedance of line to
control active power flow. A typical 138 KV transmission line
having impedance XL approximately 0.79 ohms/miles [76]. At
the line thermal capacity of 770 amperes corresponding to 184
MVA of power flow, the voltage drop across the line
impedance is thus 608 volts/mile. A 2% change in line
impedance would thus require injection of 12.16 volts or
0.0158 ohms/mile. This translates into an inductance of 42 μH
or 9.24 KVAR (12 volts at 770 Amperes). [76] This is
surprisingly small value of impedance and could be
accomplished with one single 9.24 KVAR module deployed
per mile of the line. This unit could be small and light enough
to be plugged in power line and feasible electrically and
mechanically (as shown in figure 5)

Fig. 6 D-FACTS Controller Unit

Static switches should be used for fast response in
fault.control power can be derived from the line itself using a
current transformer [76].
(b)Distributed series reactor: Fig 7 gives simpler
implementation of Distributed Series Reactor, it can be utilsed
in interconnected or meshed power networks and can be
individually controlled with no communication and
dramatically increase in grid capacity. [62]

Fig. 7. DSR

Fig. 5. D-FACTS Implemented Transmission line

D-FACTS controller:
(A)Distributed Series Impedance:
Principle: three switches, a capacitor, an inductor and single
turn transformer are utilized as shown in figure 6.

At a system level, as current in particular line crosses the
predefined values, numbers of DSR module switched in ,line
impedance gradually increase and so current divert to under
utilized. A control algorithm is well defined [76]
(c)Distributed Static Series Compensator:
DSSC figure 8[78] consist of a small single phase inverter
(approx 10 kva), single turn transformer, power supply
circuits, associated control and built in communication
capability
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[1]

Fig. 8. DSSC concept showing clamp-on capability.

weight and size of DSSC are comparatively small and
allowing it suspended mechanically from power line.Fig.9
shows schematic circuit of DSSC.Here inverter can inject a
quadrature voltage into the AC line to simulate a positive and
negative reactance .DC bus voltage regulation is maintained
through a small in phase voltage component same as active
filter controller[63]
The control of quadrature voltage injection done
autonomously or can be organized by system operator. this
will be a smart control in coordinated manner of multiple
modules using communications.

Fig. 9. Schematic circuit of DSSC.

III CONCLUSION
The above discussion reflects various work and philophies
are covered in the area of FACTS and DFACTS.DFACTS
Controller having more reliability and cost saving approach
over FACTS controller .For the robust, sensitive and optimum
approach and operation DFACTS controllers are better choice
for improving power system transmission line performance
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